
Chat from Sunday October 10  - May the Force be Among Us with Jean-Francois Vezina 

Med: Aloha from Medgar in Hawaii 

Diane Mcleod:  One bubble of thought. 

Eduardo Ochoa:  One perceived reality of many 

Beth Macy: A container for exploration and evolution. 

Donna:  A construct 

Patricia T.: A world connecting all of us… 

Donna:  A field 

Linda Ellinor: A cluster of stars and planets that travel together 

GeorgeFox: An experience of infinite wholeness 

Joan Atkinson:  Don’t know. If they are infinite how can there be many 

Med: One verse 

Taylor Burton: A universe = "one word" or "sound" or vibration; i.e., a unifying vibration, 
containing energy and objects and life. 

Niels Hoffmann: A complete system of everything 

ReGins Kuksy: Images I have experienced in this group of talks make me realize … MY BODY 
is a "Contained Universe" participating within various fields. 

Diane Mcleod: Dream 

Patricia T.: Do we mostly « feel » an archetype? … 

Taylor Burton: Archetype = a particular energy organization that represents as signifiers 

ReGins Kuksy: Love 

Vicki Hazlett: Collective consciousness 

Eduardo Ochoa: Universal Consciousness 

Linda Ellinor: The force is energy that impacts the whole universe in terms of the whole…an 
energetic that makes things whole 

Med: Energy, Vibration, Frequency & Rhythm 

Jena Axelrod: The Magician 

Patricia T.: The Force is also the Intention 

Niels Hoffmann: GOD 

Eduardo Ochoa: Light particle 



Niels Hoffmann: Vacuum points 

James Peat Barbieri: Energy-Mass 

Taylor Burton: Groovy spinning image of yin-yang! 

Albertina lourenci: Dark matter/dark energy 

Taylor Burton: Yin-yang literal meaning: "dark-light." 

Eduardo Ochoa: Interesting and so true, Power 

Eduardo Ochoa: power ~ love 

Joan Atkinson: I saw star wars in the 70’s 

Taylor Burton: So glad that mechanization/automaton/technocracy is being brought into 
question. Vital. 

Diane Mcleod: Love 

Vicki Hazlett: Who am I? 

James Peat Barbieri: Escape 

Patricia T.: What does that mean…… the disturbance … a change in the intent? 

Taylor Burton: Hear, hear! Re: courage to leave rote family gravity field! YASS! 

Patricia T.: The pivot……… turning on herself 

Taylor Burton: Reconciliate by befriending and dialoguing with "the dark side" 

Eduardo Ochoa: Stop seeing "the other" in our fellow humans, we are all one 

Albertina lourenci: The reconciliation between light and shadow is only throwing light on 
the shadows 

Donna:  To see beyond the mask to KNOW we are the same primori 

Donna:  Primary source 

Eduardo Ochoa: and putting some shadow in light 

Eduardo Ochoa: both and 

Donna:  Allowing the unified field to act in the world 

Albertina lourenci: Grounding light is powerful image 

Joan Atkinson: no 

Taylor Burton: That is an amazing connection: the eye thing, back to the beginning of the 
talk! 

Taylor Burton: Embodying the light and the "dark-as-anchor." The human body is a vehicle, a 
womb (or petrie dish, if you prefer) for the Force. 



Eduardo Ochoa: Indeed - our reality is limited by our language 

Taylor Burton: Foucault -- language 

Vicki Hazlett: Dune opens in the U.S. on 10/21 

Taylor Burton: How do we keep "emotions" (water) in relational dynamics, given 
automation, technology, mechanization? 

Niels Hoffmann: How do we make the best future for everyone? 

Joan Atkinson: How is life defined 

Tom Hartigan: Is the Earth still habitable in 2050? 

Bel Mattos: Fly 

Donna:  Allow the unmanifest to resolve through creative consciousness 

Patricia T.: Your challenge will be to create more cooperation between countries to preserve 
Earth… be more ecological… 

ReGina Kuksy: Breathe! 

Diane Mcleod: Stop suffering of our planet and everything. Stop hurting mother earth so our 
children can live and love. 

Bel Mattos: Learn ET languages 

valjeannepaxton: n French OR means gold 

Eduardo Ochoa: Transformation to a higher level of consciousness and perhaps we will have 
contact with alien civilizations by then 

Albertina lourenci: We will be able to live in Mars as well as go sightseeing in the solar 
system 

Bel Mattos: Sightseeing solar system would be great 

Eduardo Ochoa: Live in a paradigm of complementarity - collaboration, leave the 
materialistic-reductionistic paradigm behind 

Taylor Burton: BINGO, re: viewing Earth also as child. Healthy parent-child relations. Starting 
with personal psyche integration. 

GeorgeFox: What ways, dreams, exploring of the Cosmos have you discovered to call forth 
our fundamental kindness, compassion and collaborating? 

valjeannepaxton: There is a much movement and power in the image which makes me think 
of a fairly new therapy termed  Energy Psychology- 

Eduardo Ochoa: Very concerned about Elon Musk, particularly the efforts to build up AI 

Taylor Burton: Me too, Eduardo Ochoa. Not looking forward to the chip that Musk, Kurzweil, 
etc.,  say must be planted in each human brain. It seems a bypass, alluded to earlier by our 
speaker today (i.e., using technology instead of facing our Selves). 



Eduardo Ochoa: Agree Taylor, quite concerning, just need to be aware 

Taylor Burton: Yes, be aware, and to act. 

Albertina lourenci: Your talk enabled me to watch Star Wars. My husband loves it. I did not 
like it at all. 

Dale McDonald: I think we start deep within ourSelves:  How can we experience the driving-
energy of our “others”, as we explore the edge of fear that rests between us and our future 

Taylor Burton: Dale, YES. It starts with each Self/Psyche. Facing and dancing with Self, in life-
promoting ways. 

Albertina lourenci: I will be your guest at hilbert hotel for sure 

lindawallace: Thankyou for your talk and in particular for re-energising the idea of being 
hopeful about the future — we need to remember it! 

Eduardo Ochoa: Wonderful talk, thank you!!!! 

Eduardo Ochoa: Looking forward to watch all these movies again!! 

Taylor Burton: Superb today! Reinvigorates me! Gives me hope there are playful brainiacs! 

L'Aubergiste: Thanks ! 

L'Aubergiste: May the force be among us:) 

Eduardo Ochoa: May the force be with us all! 

Dale McDonald: Thank you deeply provocative talk 


